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Making Men Mentally Fit for Football

Gridiron Battles Depend Only in Part Upon Physical Condition, as Is Shown by These Anecdotes of Some Famous Coaches

The making of a football player is rather an always way to load an article having to do with a subject more properly could be the ideas of

The mental and physical aspects of a successful football player are often overlooked. Both aspects are essential to a successful football player, as they are to a successful football coach.

For three months the early retiring schedule had been effective in the men of the Cornell squad. As with most football teams, the football coaches had been educated in football and football conditioning. The food they eat, the kind and quality of their diet, and the type of exercise also have a great deal in determining their mental and physical fitness.

It is not difficult, however, for those interested in the football coach, or the football player, to see the connection between the two. The mental and physical aspects of a successful football player are often overlooked. Both aspects are essential to a successful football player, as they are to a successful football coach.
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